(as revealed by X-ray powder photography and the magnetic behaviour) .
It was then necessar~ to mix the material with IrF 5 and repeat the above proceedure! with the applied magnetic field was found to be linear. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the inverse of the susceptibility of IrF 4 upon the temperature and Table 2 gives the numerical data. -7-Our material in no way resemble~ the RhF 4 described by Sharpe (17) . Following Sharpes proceedure we obtain~d material similar to that described by him. It gave an X-Ray powder pattern Palladium Tetrafluoride.
-----------------------
Preparation. Since a pentafluoride of Pd is so far unknown the synthesis of PdF 4 requires the fluorination of one of the lower fluorides. Although it is possible to oxidize "PdF 3 "
with gaseous fluorinethe process is slow and becomes increasingly more difficult as the "trifluoride" becomes more crystalline.
The preparation is carried out in a bomb similar to that described Table 5 . Calculations based on this structure (for IrF 4 ) yield much _superior agreement with the observed line intensities (with a conventional R value of N 10 %) than do refinements based on the uc1 4 structure which yielded a best R valueN17 %which is indeed slightly inferior ~o that obtained from a calculation which omitted the F atoms entirely (Rru 16.5 %) .
The metal atom pl~cement, just described, is generated naturally in our structural model by the particular linkage of octahedra by corner sharing. Of the six F ligands, octahedrally coordinating each metal atom, four are shared (one to one) with four other octahedra. Thus the stoichiometric requirements (MF 4 ) are fullfilled, in that each metal atom is coordinated uniquely to two F ligands and has (on the average) a half share in four others.
The unique F ligands in this structure are in cis relationship to one another, in contrast with the NbF 4 structure (31) Thus each M atom is linked to two M atoms above.it and, in a plane at right angles to the first, to two M atoms below it.
This st~ucture is related to rutile and the F centred orthorhombic unit cell of MF 4 can be derived from a 2x2x2 stack of rutile cells by omitting, in an ordered way, half of the metal atoms. There are, of course, important differences from the rutile structure. These differences have particular relevence to the magnetic behaviour.
In the simple magnetic rutile difluorides, magnetic coupling within th~ parillel sets of edge-shared chains of octahedra, which run parallel to the ~ axis of the body-centred tetragonal cell, is much less important than coupling between those chains (32) . g, ref. 10; h, ref. 8; i, ref. 11 and 19; j, present work ; k, ref. 4 ;. 1, ref. 5 ; rn, ref. 6 ; n, ref. 9 and 20. -17- ...0 .
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